Excerpted from Chapter 26 - Sea Urchin Regulations, as of August 7, 2017:

26.19 Limited Access Areas:

(2) Blue Hill Bay Area (Zone 2). Harvesters may fish in the Blue Hill Bay limited access area only in accordance with the following provision:

It shall be unlawful to fish for, take, or possess urchins in Blue Hill Bay, north of a line starting at southernmost tip of Lopaus Point to the northern most point of Black Island; continuing from the westernmost tip of Black Island to the northern most tip of Swans Island Head; continuing to the most southeastern point of Naskeag Point, Brooklin except by draggers, divers, trappers, and rakers who possess aboard their fishing boat, a Global Positioning System (GPS) tracking unit provided by the Department. The spatial tracker must be turned on and continuously recording data for the entire duration of each season, chosen by the harvester. This limited access area will sunset April 1, 2022.

Transiting exception: Any vessel possessing urchins onboard, may transit the Limited Access Area, only if the vessel has all fishing gear (dredges, drags, regulators, buoyancy compensators, fins, tanks, weight belts) securely stowed. Securely stowed shall mean the main wire shall not be shackled or connected to the dredges or drags, and the towing swivel will be at the block or on the winch for draggers, while regulators, buoyancy compensators and tanks should be disconnected with fins and weight belts removed for divers.